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Dear Sir:
PRO?03ED FULE .,

PROPOSED APPENDIX R TO 10CFR50
FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM FOR

OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

On May 29,1980, the Commission published in the Federal Register (45FR36083)
a proposed amendment to its requirements requiring specific provisions for
fire protection in operating nuclear power plants. Virginia Electric and
Power Company currently has three (3) fully licensed units and an additional3
unit undergoing low power physics testing, which would be affected should
the proposed rule change become effective. Based on our knowledge of, and
experience in Fire Protection Engineering, we are hereby forwarding our
comments on proposed Appendix R.

Our comments are contained in two (2) attachments, one of Cenaral Comments to
the rule (Attachment I), and one of Specific Comments (A*: unment II), which we
feel are of particular concern to us. An item of sp xlal concern is the pro-
posed schedule of November 1, 1980 for implementation of the modifications
required by the proposed rule, including whatev.r changes result from public
comment. The imposition of an arbitrary implementation schedule without con-
sideration for the significant progress in fire protection at nuclear power
stations is an unrealistic approach. The Commission is urged to reconsider
this schedule to allow for the establishment of mutu.11y agreed upon schedules
between the staff and the licensee,

We hope the Commission will seriously consider the comments submitted by Vepco
and all other utilities responding to the proposed Appendbc R. It is felt
that, to be considered as an acceptable document prepared within the scope of
the N.R.C. , Appendix R must be substantially revised to reflect the intent of
a Regulatory Guide while allowing the flexibility of compliance methods to
fall with the expertise of industry.
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Vamo:X A Ex cra:C AND Powra COMPANY TO Secretary of the Commission -2-

Virginia Electric and Power Company recommends adoption of the suggested revi-
sion of Appendix R (Attachment III) and welcomes the opportunity to participate
in further deliberations on the revision of Appe.ndix R.

Very truly yours,

"

B. R. Sylvia
Manager - Nuclear

Operations and Maintenance

RWC/smv:SG1
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ATTACHMENT 1
*

Pags 1 of 2-

i
General Comments

' A. The specific nature of the document gives the impression that the N.R.C.
has now expanded its responsibilities into the area of engineering design.
The staff has implied this intent by generating a document of specific
design input. It appears that the N.R.C. has now crossed over the regu-'

latory guideline boundary to the engineering specification field. We do
not believe the N.R.C. has fully tested all design alternatives and found
that those proposed in Appendix R are the only acceptabic methods in
terms of protection to the plant and to public health and safety.

,

B. It would appear that Appendix R reflects a mechanistic approach to fire

: protection. The staff appears to believe that water is the panacea of
| fire protection. While it is recognized as one of the best extinguishers
; water is not the best for all applications. The proposed rule indicates

that water may not be excluded from an area as a fire extinguisher only
the basis of potential water damage to safe shutdown equipment. The| on

rule proposes that the use of protective measures such as shields or
; alternate shutdown capability should be provided to ensure safe shutdown.
; Appendix R does not address the reasoning of installing water spray and
, then shielding the equipment with shicids. It is believed that if any

suppression media is to be required, a more logical choice in such areas,

would be gaseous agents.

, C. A third generality supported in Appendix R requires plants, "to arrange
I the structures, systems, and components important to safety so that a

fire starts in spite of the fire prevent 1on activities and that is not
promptly extinguished by the fixed automatic or manual fire suppression
activities, will not prevent the safe shutdown of the plant". It appears
by this statement and by others of like intent, that the N.R.C. is trying
to establish a new design criteria related to the opera ting plants
arrangement. It is felt that the intent of Appendix R as related to the.

plants physical restructuring is inappropriate for operating units but-

would be considered appropriate in preconstruction design.

D. The statement of consideration contains the following statement: "There
are, however, a few instances where the staff has accepted certain fire
protection alternatives that would not satisfy some of the requirements
of this proposed rule. The minimum requirements contained in this rule
were developed over a three (3) year period and, in each of these
instances, the staff accepted a proposed alternative before these minimum
requirements were established. All licensees will be expected to meet
the requirements of the rule, in its ef fective fo rm, including whatever
changes result from public comments.

0
4

his statement a,parently has been made without due regard for the effec-
'

tive alternative designs that have been previously agreed upon and the
costly modifications which have been completed. We suggest that the
above paragraph be removed from the statement of considerations, and that
a sta tement - be included in the rule itself saying, "This rule does not
apply to any modifications accepted by the staff and resolved in safety
evaluations issued prior to the ef fective date of this rule."

.
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The alternative to the above statement would mean compliance to a rule
.regardless of the consequences on plant safety, operation or ef fective-
ness of fire protection modifications . All previously negotiated
alternatives which received full N.R.C. approval would be negated and

; would have to be changed te meet the rule. tJe suggest careful reevalua-
: tion in the requirements in this area.
I
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ATTACHMENT II,

Page 1 of 2, .,

Specific Comments

The following are our comments in regards to the specific areas listed:

A. Hydrostatic Hose Tests

We are now testing fire hose annually. However, with the recent change
in Technical Specifications, plans were to go to every three (3) years.
Ue recommend that one (1) date be established fo r testing this hose in
order to relieve the possibility of hose being inadvertently interchanged
(hose used outside is of the same type as used inside) , resulting in a
possible deficiency from the N.R.C. IE Group, not to mention the addi-
tional paperwork to keep these different test dates seperated.

B. Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability (C.2.c)

Clarification should be given as to whether or not the fire system analy-
sis, the review of the fire protection at the sites by the N.R.C. and the
issuance of the SER constitutes a fire hazard analysis acceptable to the
staff. This section also unnecessarily reopens issues previously classi-
fied as resolved by the N.R.C. 1

C. Fire Brigade

Clarification should be given as to what is considered " equivalent know-
> ledge" of an operator.

D. Fire Brigade Training (I.3.c and I.3.d)

" Drills shall be planned and critiqued by members of the management staff
responsible for plant safety and security." Ue luggest a change in this
to read ". plant safety and fire protection.", as the Security Depart-. .

ment is not directly involved in fire protection at the plants other than
their participation on the fire brigade.

We recommend that I.3.d requiring an individual independent of the Licens-
ing Staff be dropped as it is felt that the intent can be accomplished by
an off-site licensee personnel.

E. Fire Doors

Ue recoc=end elimination of the daily verification requirements as this
would require unreasonable manpower and time for each plant to comply.

IWe also recommend that the statement ". . automatic total flooding gas.

suppression systems shall have electrically supervised self-closing fire
do o rs . " be eliminated. We currently have doors serving gas suppression
system areas that are not electrically supervised but are held open by
mechanical release devices which activate upon activation of the suppres-
sion system. This method has proved to worked well.

.
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ATTACIS!ENT II*'

Page 2 of 2* *
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i

F. Associated Circuits

This section indicates that RG 1.75 provides an acceptabic method of
complying with Appendix R for associated circuits. However, many operat-

ing plaats were designed and constructed prior to RG 1.75.

>-
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SUCCESTED REVISION TO

APPENDIX R

FIRE PROTECTION PROGRA..V

FOR

NUCLEAR P0i?ER FACILITIES OPERATING PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1979
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APPENDIX R - FIRE PROTEdTION PROGRAM FOR NUCLEAR POWER FACILITIES

OPERATING PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1979
. . ,

[

I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This Appendix sets forth the minimum fire protection require-
* * 'ments needed to resolve outstanding issues in respective nuclear

power -f acilitics Saf etij Evaluation Reports in order to satisfy
General Design Criterion 3 of Appendix A to this part.

This Appendix applies only to licensed commercial nuclear i

power electric generating stations operating prior to January 1,
.

1979; it does not apply to production reactors, test reactors,
,

;

research reactors, or other licensed or unlicensed reactors used
' "

for other than electric power production.

This Appendix does not rescind any requireme'nts set forth

in any Safety Evaluation Report for any nuclear power f acility.*

.

II. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Fire Protection Program

A fire protection program shall be established at each plant.

The program shall establish the fire protection policy for the

2protection of structures, systems, and components required for acfe
4hutdown at each plant and procedures, equipment, and personnel

required to implement the program at the plant site.
The fire protection program shall be under the direction of

an individual who has been delegated authority commensurate with

*The. numbers in right-hand margin dennte a rewrite which is supported
in an attachment entitled "iNplanation Noten".

.
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the responsibilities of the position. The individual shall be

knowledgeable in both fire protection and nuclear safety.

The fire protection program shall extend the concept of defense

in depth to fire protection with the following objectives.

o to prevent fires from starting

o to detect rapidly, control and extinguish prcmptly those

fires that do occur

o to provide active and passive fire prof.cetion feat.ures '

for saf e shutdown s t sters or componcnts so that a f trej

that starts in spite af the fire prevention activities

will be promptly extinguished and will not prev,ent *

the safe shutdown of the plant.

The fire protection program shall consist of an integratedj

effort of procedures, equipment and personnel necessary to carry

out the three-part defense-in-depth concept for each fire area. con-

talning combustibles and containing or presenting a fire hazard to
I

structures, systems and components acq uired for safe shutdown. 5

Measures for fire prevention; fire detection, suppression and

containment; or provisions to assure alternate shutdown capability 8

shall be provided for each fire area as follows,

1. Fire Prevention

(a) In-situ fire hazards shall be minimized, .
7

(b) Transient fire hazards associated with normal opera-
|

tion, maintenance, repair or modification activities shall be

'contnctied, v.inimized, and climinated where pcssibLc.

%. _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ , _ - -
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2. l' ire Detection, Suppression, and Containment

(a) Fire detection capabiL4ttj shall be provided. *
i

(b) -portable extinguishers and standpipe and hose stations

shall be installed.

(c) Suppression systems and preventative systems (automatic, *

fixed, manually operated, hos e stations, fire barriers and fire
coating) ohafi be provided where fire hazards of grouped electrical
cables are large or access for the fire brigade is restricted.

(d) hsitefirebrigadeshallbeestablished, properly

equipped and trained. -

(c) Fire protection f eatures shall be provided to co,ntrol **

1arge fire hazards. Thes e f eatures majr con Est af antf one or

combinction o f: sprinkler s ys tems , detection, hcs e stations ,,

fire retardants, heat shields, local fire. barriers, or curbing.
(f) Fire protection f eaturcs shall be provided to protect I'

,

redundant s jt s tens or components . Such features shall also be pro-
vided where physical separation between redundant safe sbutdown

systems and components or between such systems and fire hazards

is not adequate to ensure that fire danage is limited to only one si

division a f shutdov:n s ys.tems . Fire protection fcatures may consist

cf ant) one or combination of: sprinkter systems, detection,
hose stations, fire retardants, heat s hictds , local fine ba.1, tiers
and curbing.

(g) Fire barricrs surrounding each fire area shall have a

3-hour fire rating unless the fire hazards analysis demonstrates
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that a lesser rating exceeds the duration of the in-situ fire load

by at least one-half hour, or justify that the in-situ fire could nr

| be controlled by other fire protection features such as sprinkler
s ys tems .

- (h) Fire detection and suppression systems shall be designed,

installed, maintained and tested by personnel properly qualified
i

in fire protection systens. . 2s

I (i) ' Surveillance procedures, for saf e shutdown areas , shall 1"

be established to ensure that fire barriers and fire suppression

systems and components are operable. ~

| 3. Alternate Shutdoven Capability
, -

|

! Alternate shutdown capability shall be provided when safe shut-
|

| down, as defined in respective current Licenses, cannot be ensured 2s

>
by active and passive fire protection f eature.s . Such features
include sprinkter syskens, detecticn, hos e s tatio ns , fire retarda_nts,

heat shields, local fire barriers, and fire brigade response.
'

B. Loss of Offsite power

Fire suppression systems protecting systems necessary to 15

achieve and maintain safe plant shute :n shall be capable of
|

functioning with or without offsite power.

C. Manual Fire Fighting

Manual fire fighting capability shall be provided in all areas

.containing or presenting a fire hazard to structures, syst ehts , or

components required for safe shutdown. 1R
l

|

~
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D. Access for 3!anual Fire Fighting

Access shall be provided to all areas containing or presenting

18a fire hazard to structures, systems or components required for

saf e shutdown, such.that the fire brigade can function effectively.

E. Fire If azard Analysis

The adequacy of fire protection for any particular plant area

shall be determined by analysis of the effects of postulated

exposure fires involving both in-situ and transi'ent comb'ustibles

on the ability to safely shut dcwn the reactor, or the ability to

minimize and control the release of radioactivty to the environment.

l'The Fire flazards Analysis Report shall provide the information

requ. ired by the guidelines entitled "Supplementat Guidance on

inf ormation Needed f or Fi.re Protection Program Evaluation" issued
5

by the Staf f in September, 1976
.

- .

III. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

A. Fire Water Distribution System

A fire main loop shall distribute fire protection water from

the fire water supplies to the fire water suppression systems. 2o

'

Two water supplies shall be provided to furnish necessary rater

volume and pressure to the fire main loop. Each supply'4hatt be zo:

s cparated or have the ability .to be separated by isolation or

control valves so that a failure of one supply will not result

in a failure of the other supply.

.

. . - , .- ,c . _ . . - _ . , _ _
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Each supply of the water distribution system shall be capable

of providing for a period of 2 hours the maximum expected water

todemands as determined by the fire hazards analysis for safe ahutdown

areas or other areas that present a fire exposure hazards to 4afe

shutdown areas. Automatic fire water makeup can be credited into

this water demand.

Other water systems used as a primar'y fire water supply shall

be permanently connected to the fire main system and shall be

capable of automatic alignment to the fire main system.

B. Sectional Control Valves
'

Sectional control valves shall be provided to isolate portions

of the fire main for maintenance or repair without isolating the

*1'entire system. Fire scryice approved visual indicating values,

such as Post Indicator Valves, shall be used whe.te po4sibic.

C. Hydrant Block Valves ..

Block valves shall be installed in hydrant laterals if neces-

sary to permit isolation of outside hydrants from the yard fire

main without interrupting the fire water supply to any area con-

taining or presenting a fire hazard to safe shutdown equipment. 2

D. Manual Fire Suporession

Standpipe and hose systems shall be installed so that at

least one effective hose stream will be able to reach any location

that contains or could present an exposure fire hazard to saf e

s hutdown equipment. Standpipe and hose stations sliall be inside

pWR containments and l arge BWR con tai nments that are not inerted.
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*NStandpipe and hose stations are not required if suf ficient justi-

fication can be provided that adequate fire protection features

have been provided to account for a given fire area. For BWR dry-

wells, standpipe and hose stations shall be placed outside the dry-
|

well with adequate lengths of hose to reach any location inside the

drywell with an effective hose straam.

E. Hydrostatic Hose Tests

Fire hose shall be hydrostatically tested at a pressure of 50

acpsi above maximum operating pressure.

F. Automatic Fire Detection -

_

*EAutomatic fire detection capability shall be provided in all
,

areas of the plant that contain combustibles and safe shutdown

systems or components.
F

G. Protection of Safe Shutdown _ Capability

Protective featu'res shall be provided for fire areas that
,

con' in cables or equipment of redundant systems required to

achieving and maintaining safe shutdown conditions to ensure that

at least one means.of achieving said conditions survives postulated

2(fires. The protective features may consist of antf onc or combina-

tion of the foliowings automatic fire suppression capability, fire

detection and manuai fire suppression capabiitty, fire propagation

retardants, physical separation, partial fire barriers, or , alternate

shutdown capability independent of the fire area.

.

O
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II . FQp Brigade - , , . , ,

A site fire brigade equipped and trained for firefighting

shall be established to ensure adequate manual firefighting

capability for all areas of the plant containing structures,

27systems or components required f or safe shutdown.

The nominal size of the fire brigade shall be five members

**on each shif t unless a smaller number is justified in tight o f

plant specific considerations.

''Regardless of the size of the fire brigade, at least three (3)

members must be plant personnel who are knowledgeable of ptant

safettj s ystems .
.

The brigade leader shall be competent to assess the potential

38safety consequences of a fire and advise control room personnel.y

Such competence by the brigade leader nay. be evidenced by possession

of an operator's license or equivalent knowledge of plant safety
.

systems.

32The fire brigade members ' qualifications shall include an
.

annual physical examination.

' ' 'Fire brigade members shaLL be provided with personal protec-

tive equipment and whatever equipment is required to allow them

to safett) and efficienttt) extinguish fires.

I. Fire Brigade Training

1

The fire brigade training program shall ensure that the

capability to fight potentin] fires is established and maintained.

The program shall consist of an initial classroom instruction pro-

gram followed by periodic classroom instruction, practice in fire-
_

f:igh ting , and fire drills.

|
. . . , - , ,- - - - -
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1. Classroom Program
,

The classroom training program shall be conducted annually '

to revicw fire protection in general (basics) and to review the

specifics of plant fire protection. The intent o f the annual class-
room sessions s hatt be to pres ent a thorough review of fire pro-

tection and to introduce changes or revisions in plant specifics .
Instructions shall be provided to all fire brigade members and

fire brigade leaders.

2. practice Sessions

| practice sessions shall be held for each fire brigade member ''

on the proper method of fighting the various types of fires that

could occur in a nuclear power plant. These sessions shall pro-

vide brigade members with experience in actual fire extinguishment
P~

and the use of emergency breathing apparatus under strenuous con-

ditions encountered in firefighting. Tl}ese practice sessions
.

shall be provided at least once per year for each fire brigade

member.

3. Drills

(a) Fire brigade drills shall be performed in the plant so

that the fire brigade can practice as~a team.

(b) Drills shall be performed at regular intervals and fire 85

brigade members must participate in at least two drills per, year.
(c) Drills will include the simulated use o f equipment and ''

will be prcptanned and pos.t-critiques to establish the training
objectives o f the 'dritts and determine how well these objectives
have been met.

.
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(d) At least one drill per year shall be performed on a

"back shift" for each shift fire brigade.

(e) At 3 year intervals, dril]s shall be critiqued by

7qualified individuals independent of the plant staff. A copy

of the written report from such individuals shall be availabic

to NRC for evaluation.

4. Records

Individual records of training provided to each fire brigade

member, including drill critiques, shall be maintained for at least

4 years to ensure that each member receives training in all parts

of the training program.
,

J. Emergency Lighting

Emergency lighting shall be provided in all areas needed for
o

operation of safe shut down equipment and in access routes to all

safe shutdown areas and other areas presenting a fire hazard to

safe shutdown areas. Such emergency lighting may be provided by

the normal lighting or by permanently installed sealed beam or

fluorescent units with individual 2-hour minimum battery power

supply. A suf ficient numbei of pcatabfc scaled-beam battert- '. 8f

powered hand tights shaLL be prceided to support fire fighting

and repair activities .

K. Administrative Controls .

Administrative controls shall be established to minimize fire SS

hazards in areas containing structures, systems, and components

required for safe shutdown. These controls cha31 establish pro-

cedures to:
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Govern the handling and limitation of the use of ordinary1.

combustible materials, combustible and flammable gases and liquids,

high. efficiency particulate air and charcoal filters, dry ion
exchange resins, or other combustibles, in safe 4huidown areas.

**
2. Minir;ize and control the storage of combustibles in safe

ahutdown areas or establish designated storage areas

3. Govern the handling of and limit trancient fire loads such as

combustible and flammable liquids, wood and plastic products, or

other combustible materials in buildings containing anfe shutdown

systerns or equipment during maintenance, modification, or refueling

operations. ,

4. Govern the use of ignition sources by means of a flame per-

.

mit system that controls welding, flame cutting, brazing, or

soldering operations.

L. Alternate Shutdown Capability .

1. If the combination of fire protection features required for

safe shutdown includes alternate shutdown capability independent
"Dof a specific fire area, then the dcaign f or auch a 4c 44cm 4 hallf

assure that a fire in the 4pecific area for which alternate shut-
down was provided will not af f cci the power supply a f the atternate

4hutdown ayatem.

If there are several such areas, the combinations of systems

that_ provide the shutdown capability may be unique for each critical
I

area, llowever , the shutdown capability provided for each such area

shall be abic to achieve and maintain nuberitical reactivity con-

.

I

a
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ditions in the reac' tor, maintain reactor coolant inventory, achieve

and maintain hot standby conditions for a pWR (hot shutdown for a

BWR).

The fission product boundary integrity shall not be affected;

i.e., there shall be no fuel clad damage,. rupture of any primary

coolant boundary, or rupture of the containment boundary.

These shutdown systems need not be designed to: (1) seismic

Category I criteria; (2) single failure criteria; or (3) cope with

other plant accidents such as pipe breaks or stuck valves except

where required for other reasons, e.g., because of interface with

or impact on existing safety systems.
-

M. Fire Barriers

. Fire barriers (floors, walls, ceilings, or other enclosures)
s

separating fire areas, or equipment or components of redundant

systems required for safe shutdown within an area, shall have a
.

fire rating of 3 hours unless a lower rating is justified by the

fire hazard analysis, or unless other f. ire protection features Itav e **

been provided to ensure equivalent protection.

Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such fire

barriers shall have fire resistance equivalent to that required

of the barrier. Such fire resistance shall be provided by pro-

tection equivalent to metal lath and plaster covering or offter 42

acceptable equivalents . j

i

|

|
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Penetrations in these fire barriers, including conduits, ceble-

trays, and piping, shall be scaled or closed to provide fire

resistance rating equivalent to that required of the barrier.

Door openings shall be protected with doors, frames, and hardware

with a resistance rating equivalent to that required of the barrier. as:

Penetrations for ventilation systems shall be protected' by a

standard " fire damper", or equivalent protection provided to assure "8

that a fire will not violate the barrier penetrated.

N. Fire Barrier penetration Seal Qualification

Penetration s eats shaLL provide the equivalent protection ~ " "

which is required of the fire barrier. The seats shall be instatted,

tested and qualified using current industrtj statdards .
O. Fire Doors

Fire doors shall be self-closing or provided with closing " 8

mechanisms unless provided with automatic hold-open, release, .

and closing mechanisms.

One of the following measures shall also be prov5ded:

1. Fire doors shall be electrically supervised at a continuously

manned location; or,

2. F. ire doors shall be locked closed and inspected weekly to

verify that the doors are in the closed position; or,

3. Fire' doors shall be provided with automatic hold-open and

release mechanisms and inspected daily to verify that doorways

are free of obstructions; or,

.

4'
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Fire ' doors shall be kept closed and inspected daily to verify4.

that they are in the closed position.

The fire brigade leader shall have ready access. to keys

for any locked fire doors.

Saf e altuidown areas protected by automatic total flooding "'

gas suppression systems shall have electrically supervised self-

closing fire doors.

P. Reactor Coolant Pump Lubrication System

The reactor coolant pump lubrication system shall be protected

by. either an oil collection system or a fire suppression system
if the containment is not inerted during normal cper.ction. ''

Oil collection systems shall be capable of collecting lube oil

from all potential pressurized and unpressurized leakage sites in
> the reactor coolant pumps' lube oil systems, and draining the oil

to a closed container that can hold the entire lube oil system
.

inventory.

To provide adequate protection for a design baris Safe

Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), one of the folloviing shoulu be provided:
1. The lube oil system components vihose failure could result

in leahage should be designed to viithstand an SSE viithout leakage,
and the dropping of oil collection system components during an SSE

should not cause loss of operability of safe shutdown equipment; or,
2. The oil collection system should be designed to withstand

an SSE and continue to be able to collect and drain leakage that

may occur.during an SSE. In this case the .il collection system

|

l
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should be adequate to collect oil from any external lube oil piping

not designed'to withstand an SSE in addition to leakage from points
*

identified above.

If a' fire suppression system is selected, either the automatic

and. manual fire suppression system or the lube oil system components

whose f ailure could result in leakage should be designed to withstand

the SSE.

Q. Associated Circuits
4a

Deleted.
.

er e

*
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EXPLANATION NOTES

1. This revision allows Appendix R to set forth the ninimum fire

; protection requirements for those items in respective SER's in

which the staff has documented as unresolved.

2. The words "important to safety" were deleted because they were too

encompassing and subject to nisinterpretation. Appendix R must be

consistent with BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A and apply to only safe shutdown
, -

systems or. components.

3. Reference to arranging structures, systems, and ccaponents important

to safety, was deleted. This requirement vould be acceptable 'for

power plants in the engineering and design phase. The rewrite for
this section will satisfy the concern by providing active and/or

,

passive fire protection features for the structures, systems and

components required for safe shutdown. .

4. The words "the fixed automatic or canual" were deleted - uperfluous.

5. The words "important to safety" were deleted because they were too

encompassing and subject to nisinterpretation. Appendix R must be

consistent with BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A and apply to only safe shutdown
.

systems or components.

.

6. Clarification was added to allow for fire protection provisions to

assure olternate shutdown capability.

. ,

*
*
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7. _The words "by design and plant arrangement" were deleted for the

reasons,given in explanation note #3. Also, there are many ways

for minimizing, controlling, or accounting for in situ fire hazards.

Appendix R should not restrict the methods to only design and

arrangement.

8. The requirements for fire detection systens were too limiting. An

automatic sprinkler system with appropriate alarm check valves and

central alarm features provide acceptable detection / alarming capability.

The change provides flexibility by referring to fire detection

capability rather than fire dctection systens. -

9. The words "canually actuated fixed suppression systens" were too

restrictive; acre flexibility was incorporated to account for.
,

grouped electrical cable fire hazards.*

-
.

10. This was nodified for clarity. The requirccant for tne protection

of redundant systems or components for safe shutdown systems was

incorporated into item (f). The requirement to control larger

fires remained as item (e). Also, core flexibility was provided,

for the large fires, by allowing nere fire protect'on options

rather than being restricted to only automatic suppression systems.

.

11. This changa was initiated to consolidate the requirements of (e)
.

and (f) with respect to the protection of redundant systems or

components and to provide additional fire protection options for

-such areas. This change is consistent with imC's intent t~o allow

.

|
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the use of combinations of fire protection features to ensure fire

damage is restricted to only one redundant division.
, ,

1.2. This requirement cas expanded to allow credit for other acceptable

features which can restrict and control a fire thus justifying a
lesser rating. Sprinkler system water curtains have been acceptable

in lieu of rated barriers. Credit should be given when used as a

supplenent to fire rated barriers.

13. The words "by experience and training" were deleted superfluous.
.

-
.

14. The words " automatic and manual" were deleted because they were

restrictive. Surveillance procedures should apply to all fire

protection systems serving safe shutdown areas and not to only
k automatic and nanual as suggested.

15. Change was incorporated to clarify exact definition of safe shut-
.

down. Also, reference to fire protection features was incorporated

in lieu of barriers, detection, cnd suppression systems. The

intent was that all fire protection features must be considered

when determining if alternate shutdcun capability is necess try.

16. Reference to detection systems was deleted because loss of detection

for safe shutdown areas automatically requires a fire watch patrol ~

.

in accordar,cc with technical specificatica require.T.cnts.

.

m
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. 17. The words "important to safety" were deleted because they were too

encompa.ssing and subject to misinterpretation. Appendix R must be '

I
-

consistent with BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A and apply to only sa'e shutdown

systems or components.

18. The words "important to safety" were deleted because they were too

encompassing and subject to misinterpretation. Appendix R must be

consis+.ent with BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A and apply to only safe shutdown

systems or components.

.

19. ;.eference to separation of redundant systems'and compenents by fire

barriers by at least 50 feet cf clear air space are considered

design parameters and were deleted from this section. To satisfy a

requirement of 50 feet of clear air space for an operating power

f plant is not practical. Fire protection features have been provided

in lieu of clear air space. Tb' fire hazard analysis should define
.

the safety systems / components and what fire protection features

have been provided.

20. Requirement as written was restricted to specific design concepts.

The requirement should delineata minicum acceptable requirements

and not specify specific designs or features.

21. This wds revised to qualify the word approved (approved by whom ?).
.

Also, a change was nade to allow the use of curbox or key valves to

isolate the underground nain when the visual indicating (Post

Indicator) valves become impractical because of roadways and vehicle

traffic. -

.
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22. The reference to safety-rela'.ed equipment was deleted. It is

suffic*ient to refer to all arr.as presenting a fire hazard to safe
shutdown equipment.

23. A' statement was added to allow deletion of standpipe and hose

systems if sufficient justification can be presented that a hazard

does not exist or other acceptable fire protection features have

been provided to account for the potential hazard. This does not

change the intent of the requirement, which is to assure that an

appropriate fire fighting system is readily available where any
hazard exists. .

24. The reference to service pressure is subject to cisinterpretation.

Fire hose should be tested as stated by using the caximum operating
pressure. Reference to test frequencies was deleted because such a

requirement is part of technical specification requirements.
.

25. Reference to detection systems was deleted to be consistent with

explanation note #8 ar.d safety related systeas was deleted in

accordance with explanation note #22.

26. Reference to the design of the protective features to consider,

itea (la) through (in), was deleted. Items (la) through (In) are

guidelines to consider in the course of perforaing a Fire !!azard
!

Analysis and should not be regulatory requirements in Appendix R.
.

The considerations should be listed in supporting documents such as
.

a regulatory guide, revieu guide, or branch technical position.
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Reference to minimum fire pro ~tective features to be provided, item

(2a) th, rough (2c), was deleted. The minimum requirements as listed,

are too specific to allow flexibility for the purpose of providing

the optimum combination of active and passive fire protection

features to assure safe shutdown capability. Table 1 was also

deleted. Type'of fire protection systems or combination of fire

protection features to assure safe shutdown capability cannot be

categorized or standardized in tabular form. Physical parameters,

such as room geometry, construction, and equipment arrangement are
_

all considerations in determining the best possibic protection

afforded to assure safe shutdown. Table 1 is too restrictive to
allow for this required flexibility.

-

27.. The words "important to safety" were deleted because they were too

encompassing and subject to aisinterpr'tation. Appendix R must ber

consistent with BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A and apply to only safe shutdown
,

systems or components.
.

28. This revision allows a smaller brigada size if it can be justified

that a smaller number based on plant specifics is adequate.

29. This revision deletes reference to using cperations personnel but

satisfies the requirement by assuring that at least (3) members of

the fire brigade are knowledgable individuals with respect to plant
.

safety systems.

*.

.
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30. The requirements that the shif t supervisor shall .not be a member of

the fire brigade was deleted. Appendix R requirements should only

state qualification of'the bricade leaders and brigade members.

The individual licencees should Jetermine who would best fit those

qualifications.

31. The words " performing strenuous firefighting activities" was deleted.

Some fire training prcgrams involve strenuous firefighting activities

on an annual basis. Monitoring strenuous firefighting act.ivities
4

and undergoing an annual physical will provide adequate assurance

of physical capability.

32. The section regarding specific equipment for brigcde cembers items

(1), (2) and (3), was deleted. This section was revised to satisfy
>

the requirenent of the need for personal protective equipment

without referring to an itemized listing.
.

33. This revision sets a requirement for an annual classroom training

program to review the basics of fire ' protection and update brigade

cembers as to new fire protection strategies or changes / revisions

to plant specifics' which can affect firefighting activities or

strategies. Also, the detail with respect to what teaching material

should be presented in classroom training sessions was deleted.

This type of detail should be prcscnted in a guid'eline forn or
.

supporting document such as-a regulatory guide, revice guide, or

brcnch technical position. A requircnent should not endorse / support
.

a concept or particular program by providing an itcaized listing of

.
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subrequirements. Some fire training. programs far exceed the intent
i of this, requirement.,

.

34. Word change to clarify that practice sessions are for brigade

members and not for shift brigades.

35. This section was revised to establish the minimum requirements and

frequencies for conducting drills. All the detail listed as item
(a) through (e) was deleted for the same reasons as explanation
note #33.

-

36. This was added for clarity.
. .

37.. Licencee should be allowed to use a qualified person that is nott

r associated with critiquing regular drills. Also critiqued reports

should be available for NRC evaluation.
.

30. This section was modified to reduce the 8-hour requirement to

2-hours and to add a requirecent for portable battery powered
ihand-lights. The combination of emergency lighting and portable

-

hand lights provide flexibility in fire fighting and supporting
repcir activities.

!

i
-

39. This se; tion was revised to eliminate items (1) thru (12). These i

items represent too much detail and should be presented as documented

in explanation note #33. The requirements retained represent the
.

minimuia requirements needed to satisfy this section. i
'

.
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40. Clarificatien was provided to mininize and control the storage of

combustibles.

41. This section was modified to maintain the intent of the requirement,

that is, to assure that a power supply is naintained for any or all

areas in which alternate shutdown capability has been provided for

specific areas. Also, detailed information in the form of achieving

shutdown should not be part of the regulation.

.

42. Provisions .: ave been added to allow for other acceptable neans for

providing equivalent protection to fire barriers, structural steel

and ventilation system. 5prinkler water-curtains have been used as
"

an acceptable method of providing equivalent protection (see explanation'

note //12).

>

43. Reference to acceptability by an approved n .tional recognized

testing laboratory was deleted. In come cases, doors contructed of

heavy gage steel, for security reasons, far exceeded the requirements

of fire rated doors which are laboratory " listed".

44. Penetration qualificatien details listed as iter.: (1) through item

(8) were deleted per explanation note #33. Penetration sen1s

should be qualified to the latest state-of-the-art testing tethods
.

and in accordance with current industry standards.
.

45. This section was modified for clarity. The only requirement changed

was the deletion of the semiannual inspection to verify door hardware

.
6

>
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is functional. This semiannual inspection should be a part of'

plant technical specifications.

46. This revision was made to specify exact areas where self-closing
.

doors cust be electrically supervised.
.

47. This change was made to delete the requirement for power plants in

which no hazards exist because of inerted conditions.

! -

48. The requirement on associated circuits was deleted in its entirety.

This requirement is not appropriate for operating plants (explanation -

note #3).
.
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